Blakes Feast to Blakeaway
Events catering company pivots
to ready-made meals

In the period of one-week, Blakes Feast
set up a ready-made meal business on
Cookaborough, calling it Blakeaway.
Within 5 weeks Blakeaway had over $100k
in sales, creating a new and complementary
revenue stream for the long-term.

Highlights
• Built a customer database of over
1,500 active customers
• Created a weekly menu cycle with
an average of 100+ orders per week
• Established a low touch,
high margin revenue stream
• Over 2,000 serves of lasagna sold
within 10 weeks.

Situation
With the introduction of strict social isolation measures
related to COVID-19, Blakes Feast had every event booking
in its diary for six months cancelled and its new business
pipeline evaporate overnight.
Determined to remain viable, the company swiftly
pivoted to introduce Blakeaway, a ready-made meal
business, to its loyal and discerning customer base.
While it was well received from day one, the first week
was chaotic and stressful; there was no ordering system
in place, no readily accessible menus and no easy way
to take payments. Very quickly it became obvious that
the setup was too manual, and therefore not scalable or
sustainable. There had to be a better way.

“It was a living nightmare. Business was great
and then within 24 hours we lost nearly every
booking in our system. We knew that we were
going to have to act fast in order to keep our
staff and save the business, so we decided to see
if we could make ready-made meals work. Our
customers loved it but behind-the-scenes it was
complete and utter chaos. Things became much
easier with Cookaborough.”

Solution
Blakes Feast heard about Cookaborough, and following
a demonstration of the platform decided on the spot
to adopt it for their Blakeaway offering.
With staff to pay and customers to feed, a speedy
onboarding process was critical. Blakes Feast was
able to set up Blakeaway’s profile on Cookaborough
in just three days — entering over 60 recipes, inviting
customers to connect on the platform and launching
its first menu. The benefits were felt immediately; the
platform presented a complete solution for every
aspect of running the new business.
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Key features
Cookaborough helped Blakes Feast to drive sales and
create a smooth and efficient weekly ordering process.

WEBPAGE INTERFACE:
Blakes Feast was able to create its own web
page displaying the menu and allowing
customers to order with ease.

CUSTOMER CONNECT:
Personalised and on-brand invitations sent
via Cookaborough meant that Blakeaway was
open for business within 24 hours.

ORDER REMINDER:
A reminder to order notification boosted
Blakeaway sales by approximately 30%
each week.

STOCK CONTROL:
With demand for meals
running hot, Blakes Feast used
the limited stock function to
manage the number of orders
received on items.
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FOOD LABELS:
Automatic generation of food labels that listed
ingredients and allergens meant Blakeaway
could effortlessly meet legal requirements.

BLAKEAWAY
BRAISED LAMB PROVENCAL, EGGPLANT,
OLIVES & WHITE BEANS
INGREDIENTS: lamb shoulder; chicken stock; white bean,
cooked; eggplant; red capsicum; zucchini; shallot; red wine;
black olive, pitted; parsley; oil; anchovy; rosemary; thyme;
garlic; salt; pepper.
FISH
USED BY OR FROZEN:
NB | May contain traces of allergens, the kitchen is not allergen free
e: info@blakesfeast.com.au | w: blakesfeast.com.au | p: 03 9885 2777

ORDER REPORTS:
With a high volume of orders, the order
summaries and individual customer order slips
made order management and fulfilment a
simple process.

Customer Name: John Lewis
Customer Phone: 0434 813 758
Order Number: 1309
Method: Delivery
Placed: 2nd June, 10:47am
Delivery address:
11 Clarke Ave,
Melbourne, 3000

“The platform was easy to use and presented
a complete end-to-end solution for us. It
provided us with immediate relief during
a really stressful time and helped us build
an amazing new ready-made meal offering
that is going to help us remain viable now
and to thrive in the future.”
In just a few short months, Blakeaway has
become a key part of the Blakes Feast business,
providing an easy to manage, sustainable model
of repeat business from customers seeking
a solution to the eternal ‘what’s for dinner?’
dilemma via their favourite caterer.

Recipe for success
For more information regarding Cookaborough and how it could
work for you, please contact enquiries@cookaborough.com
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